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hammerstone technique 

inventor 

Europe 

-1900000 to -1500000 

In first half of Abbevillian or Chellean culture, new stone-tool-making technique {hammerstone technique} developed. 

Percussion with hammer at edge back pops out semi-cones, leaving jagged edges and concave intersecting surfaces. 

Top was round and held in power grip. 

 

anvil technique 

inventor 

Europe 

-1800000 to -150000 

In second half of Chellean culture, new stone-tool-making technique {anvil technique} developed. Toolmaker hit stone 

against large anvil stone to make bigger tools than before. 

 

bifacial blade 

inventor 

Africa/Europe 

-1800000 to -150000 

In early Lower Paleolithic, Homo erectus had symmetrical, teardrop-shaped, heavy stone hand axe flaked on both sides 

{bifacial blade}, used for cutting, whittling, scraping, shredding, and butchering bone, antler, meat, hide, wood, and 

plants. 

 

cylinder-hammer technique 

inventor 

Africa/Europe 

-800000 to -500000 

In Lower Paleolithic, Homo erectus developed new technique {cylinder-hammer technique} for making stone tools. 

Wood branches, bones, or weathered stones can make soft hammers to spread percussion to give wide arcs to cones, to 

make less-jagged edges. This technique did not make original edge but finished the blade. 

 

prepared core technique 

inventor 

Atapuerca, Spain/Nice, France/Ibernia/Italy/Mauer, Germany/Africa/China 

-800000 to -200000 

Homo heidelbergensis invented tools chipped from shaped stone cores {prepared core technique} {tortoise core 

technique}. Toolmakers hit large stones with sharp blows to crack off finished tools. 

 

grindstone 

inventor 

Africa 

-300000 

grindstone [-300000] 

Two flat-sided stones {grindstone} show characteristic marks. 

 

pigment invented 

inventor 

Africa 

-300000 

pigment [-300000] 

African Middle Stone Age used colored minerals {pigment}. 



 

stone point invented 

inventor 

Africa 

-250000 

stone point [-250000] 

Flint or chert was struck to make sliver {stone point}. 

 

hafting 

inventor 

Europe 

-150000 to -35000 

In Middle Paleolithic, Homo sapiens added tool handles {hafting}|. 

 

shellfish Africa 

inventor 

Africa 

-140000 

shellfish gathering [-140000] 

fresh and salt water clams {shellfish gathering}. 

 

trading invented 

inventor 

Africa 

-140000 

trading [-140000] 

Home erectus traders carried native products to far places {trading}. 

 

fishing Africa 

inventor 

Africa 

-130000 

fishing [-130000] 

People used fish hooks and line. 

 

burial began 

inventor 

Europe 

-85000 

burial [-85000] 

Burials began, perhaps from belief in life after death. 

 

barb on stone point 

inventor 

Africa 

-80000 

barb on stone point [-80000] 

Toolmaker struck flint or chert to make sliver and then worked side {barb point}. 

 

bead 

inventor 

Africa 

-75000 

bead [-75000] 

Pebbles {bead} can have a drilled hole. 

 



microlith 

inventor 

Africa 

-75000 

microlith [-75000] 

3-centimeter chipped flint or chert stone tool {microlith}. 

 

bone tool 

inventor 

South Africa 

-70000 

bone tool [-70000] 

First Homo sapiens used tools {bone tool}. 

 

burin 

inventor 

Northern Hemisphere 

-50000 

burin [-50000 to -10000] 

Flint chisels {burin} were for wood or antler/bone carving. 

 

jewelry 

inventor 

Africa 

-50000 

jewelry [-50000: ostrich egg shell and bead jewelry] 

Egg shells and beads were strung {jewelry}. 

 

stone tool Africa 

inventor 

Africa 

-50000 

stone tool [-50000] 

Stone tools {stone tool} had standard shapes. 

 

spear 

inventor 

Africa 

-45000 to -35000 

spear [-45000 to -35000] 

Throwing sticks {spear} began, and spear throwers began later [-15000]. 

 

rock engraving 

inventor 

Australia 

-40000 

rock engraving [-40000] 

Engravings {rock engraving} are in Olary region, south Australia. 

 

waisted ax 

inventor 

New Guinea 

-38000 

waisted ax [-38000] 

Axes {waisted ax} can look like heavy hoes. 

 



counting device 

inventor 

South Africa/Swaziland 

-35000 

counting device [-35000] 

Baboon fibula has 29 notches {counting device}. 

 

quartz decoration 

inventor 

Zaire 

-33000 

quartz [-33000] 

Small tools had quartz decorations. 

 

drum 

inventor 

Earth 

-30000 

drum [-30000] 

Musical instruments {drum} can have skin stretched over gourd or hollow wood. Before, people used wood blocks. 

 

flute of bone 

inventor 

Earth 

-30000 

bone flute [-30000] 

Hollow bones {flute, music} had drilled holes at right places. 

 

stone ax grinding 

inventor 

Australia 

-28000 

stone ax grinding [-28000] 

Stone axes {stone ax grinding} were ground flat in north Australia. 

 

rock painting Namibia 

inventor 

Apollo, Namibia 

-25500 to -23500 

rock painting [-24000] 

Apollo-cave rock paintings show rituals. Wonderwerk Cave [-8000] is in north Cape Province, South Africa. 

 

cremation invented 

inventor 

Australia 

-24000 

cremation [-24000] 

People burned dead bodies and kept ashes. 

 

permanent house 

inventor 

Europe 

-24000 

permanent house with clay roof [-24000] 

Houses {permanent house} used baked clay. 

 



boomerang 

inventor 

Poland 

-21000 

ivory boomerang [-21000] 

Thrown curved sticks {boomerang} can return. 

 

rock painting Australia 

inventor 

Australia 

-17000 

rock painting [-17000] 

Rock painting is in Kimberley in northwest Australia. 

 

wild grain grew 

inventor 

Sea of Galilee, Palestine 

-17000 

wild grain [-17000] 

Wheat precursors {wild grain} grew like grass. 

 

hut with mammoth bone roof 

inventor 

Russia 

-16000 to -10000 

hut with mammoth bone roof [-16000 to -10000] 

Huts {hut with mammoth-bone roof} with mammoth bone roofs were especially in west Russia. 

 

pottery Japan 

inventor 

Japan 

-14000 

pottery of fired clay [-14000] 

Potters hand-formed and baked pottery. 

 

basket weaving 

inventor 

Earth 

-13000 

basket weaving [-13000] 

People wove reeds and leaves {basket weaving}. 

 

terracotta figures 

inventor 

Algeria 

-13000 

terra-cotta figures [-13000] 

Red clay can dry in sun {terracotta}. 

 

millet Asia 

inventor 

Asia 

-13000 to -10000 

millet cultivation [-13000 to -10000] 

Agriculture {millet, cultivation} began in southeast Asia. 

 



rice Asia 

inventor 

Asia 

-13000 to -10000 

rice cultivation [-13000 to -10000] 

Agriculture began in southeast Asia. 

 

obsidian tools 

inventor 

Greece 

-11000 

obsidian tools [-11000] 

Obsidian was in caves. 

 

dog China 

inventor 

China 

-10000 

dog domestication [-10000] 

Animals {dog, domestication} had domestication, but no breeding. 

 

pottery China 

inventor 

China 

-10000 

pottery of fired clay [-10000] 

Potters hand-formed and baked pottery {pottery of fired clay}. 

 

pottery Mesopotamia 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-10000 

pottery [-10000] 

Potters hand-formed and sun-dried pottery. 

 

animal domestication 

inventor 

Asia/Europe 

-10000 to -2500 

animal domestication [-10000 to -2500] 

Before domestication, people had pets. Perhaps, bird domestication {animal domestication} began by imprinting. 

Perhaps, cow domestication began by imprinting. Perhaps, domestication began by propinquity at water holes. Perhaps, 

domestication began for warmth, in North Africa only. Perhaps, domestication began by taking in scavenger pups. 

Perhaps, domestication began by taming certain nomadic animals, such as reindeer, goats, and sheep using salt from 

urine to attract them. 

Dogs were first domesticated animals. People ate domesticated reindeer, sheep, goats, and fowl. People ate cows, pigs, 

and oxen by late Neolithic. Later, people used horse, ass, and onager for riding, pulling loads, and carrying loads. 

Totem animals typically are not domesticated animals. 

 

wild grain gathering 

inventor 

Asia Minor 

-9500 

wild grain gathering [-9500] 

Wheat precursors grew like grass {wild grain gathering}. 

 



cloth weaving 

inventor 

Earth 

-9000 

cloth weaving [-9000] 

Fiber sewing began {cloth weaving}, with no looms. 

 

copper bead 

inventor 

Iraq 

-9000 

copper bead [-9000] 

Natural copper {copper bead} needed no smelting. 

 

sea trading 

inventor 

Asia Minor 

-9000 to -4500 

sea trading [-9000] 

Phoenicians traveled Mediterranean Sea {sea trading}. 

 

barley Near East 

inventor 

Near East 

-8500 

barley cultivation [-8500] 

Barley is native to Near East. 

 

dog Mesopotamia 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-8500 

dog domestication [-8500] 

Dog domestication did not include breeding. 

 

olive Near East 

inventor 

Near East 

-8500 

olive cultivation [-8500] 

Olive is native to Middle East. 

 

pea cultivation 

inventor 

Near East 

-8500 

pea cultivation [-8500] 

Plants {pea, cultivation} can be native to Middle East. 

 

farming Near East 

inventor 

Near East 

-8500 to -6000 

farming [-8500 to -6000] 

Agriculture began in Fertile Crescent from Nile River mouth to Caspian Sea. Wild barley, emmer wheat, and grasses 

grew on lightly wooded hills. 



 

goat Iraq 

inventor 

Iraq 

-8500 to -6000 

goat herding [-8500 to -6000] 

Animals {goat, herding} can be native to Iraq. 

 

sheep herding 

inventor 

Iraq 

-8500 to -6000 

sheep herding [-8500 to -6000] 

Animals {sheep, herding} can be native to Iraq. 

 

fertility cult 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-8300 to -6000 

fertility cult [-8300 to -6000] 

male and female gods {fertility cult}. 

 

grain grinding 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-8300 to -6000 

grain grinding [-8300 to -6000] 

People gathered, threshed, and hand ground precursors to wheat {grain grinding}. 

 

grain storage 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-8300 to -6000 

grain storage [-8300 to -6000] 

People stored precursors to wheat and kept them dry {grain storage}. 

 

bread invented 

inventor 

Levant 

-8000 

bread [-8000] 

Natufian culture baked unleavened bread {bread}. 

 

chickpea 

inventor 

Turkey 

-8000 

chickpea cultivation [-8000] 

Plants {chickpea} can be native to Turkey. 

 

copper natural 

inventor 

Near East 

-8000 

copper use [-8000] 

Natural copper needs no smelting {copper, use}. 



 

mead invented 

inventor 

Near East 

-8000 

mead [-8000: first fermented beverage, from honey] 

Honey fermented naturally. 

 

mud-brick 

inventor 

Asia 

-8000 

mud-brick [-8000] 

Dried clay {mud-brick} buildings were in west Asia. 

 

pig Mesopotamia 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-8000 

pig domestication [-8000] 

Pig is native to Mesopotamia. 

 

rock painting N Africa 

inventor 

North Africa 

-8000 

rock painting [-8000] 

Tassili-n-Ajjer in Algeria and Fezzan in Libya have petroglyphs {rock painting}. Neolithic paintings are in Morocco. 

 

shellfish Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

-8000 

shellfish gathering [-8000] 

They gathered shellfish with nets. 

 

pig China 

inventor 

Yellow River, China 

-8000 to -6000 

pig domestication [-8000 to -6000] 

Animals {pig, domestication} can be native to China. 

 

cemetery 

inventor 

Arkansas 

-7500 

cemetery [-7500] 

Early Archaic Dalton culture had burial places {cemetery}. 

 

silk from silkworms 

inventor 

China 

-7500 

silk from silkworms [-7500] 

Silkworms make silk. 



 

banana cultivation 

inventor 

New Guinea 

-7000 

banana cultivation [-7000] 

Plants {banana, cultivation} can be native to New Guinea. 

 

eggplant cultivation 

inventor 

Indus River 

-7000 

eggplant cultivation [-7000] 

Plants {eggplant, cultivation} can be native to India. 

 

fishing Sahara 

inventor 

Sahara, North Africa 

-7000 

fishing [-7000] 

People used fish hooks and line. 

 

flax Arabia 

inventor 

Arabia/Armenia 

-7000 

flax cultivation [-7000] 

Plants {flax, cultivation} grew near Red Sea and Black Sea. 

 

humped cattle 

inventor 

Indus River 

-7000 

humped cattle domestication [-7000] 

Cattle {humped cattle} can be native to India. 

 

pottery Egypt 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-7000 

pottery [-7000] 

People hand-made vessels {pottery} from river clay, with no wheel. 

 

pottery southeast Asia 

inventor 

Asia 

-7000 

pottery of fired clay [-7000] 

Southeast Asia had pottery and pottery decoration. 

 

sesame Indus 

inventor 

Indus River 

-7000 

sesame cultivation [-7000] 

Plants {sesame, cultivation} can be native to India. 



 

sugar cane cultivation 

inventor 

New Guinea 

-7000 

sugar cane cultivation [-7000] 

Plants {sugar cane, cultivation} can be native to New Guinea. 

 

weaving invented 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-7000 

weaving [-7000] 

People wove reeds and fibers but used no looms. 

 

copper Anatolia 

inventor 

Anatolia 

-7000 to -6000 

copper hammering [-7000] 

Copper hammering spread to Cyprus and Aegean Sea. 

 

farming Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt/Levant 

-7000 to -3000 

farming [-7000 to -3000] 

Planting and cultivating went from Near East to Nile Valley and west Europe. Wheat, barley, pea, and lentil farms 

{farming, beginning} were in cleared areas. 

 

boat 

inventor 

Near East 

-6000 

boat [-6000] 

wood planks with sealant {boat}. 

 

cat domestication 

inventor 

Egypt 

-6000 

cat domestication [-6000] 

Animals {cat domestication} had domestication, but no breeding. 

 

chufa 

inventor 

Egypt 

-6000 

chufa cultivation [-6000] 

Sedges {chufa} can have small edible tubers and be native to Egypt. 

 

cow India 

inventor 

India 

-6000 

cow domestication [-6000] 



Animals {cow, domestication} can be native to India. 

 

cow Mesopotamia 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-6000 

cow domestication [-6000] 

Cows are native to Mesopotamia. 

 

irrigation invented 

inventor 

Sumer 

-6000 

field irrigation [-6000] 

River water ran in channels to fields. 

 

millet China 

inventor 

Yellow River, China 

-6000 

millet [-6000] 

Millet came from southeast Asia. 

 

sycamore fig 

inventor 

Egypt 

-6000 

sycamore fig cultivation [-6000] 

Plants {sycamore fig} can be native to Egypt. 

 

donkey domestication 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-6000 to -4000 

donkey domesticated [-6000 to -4000] 

Donkey is cross between horse and mule. 

 

oats cultivation 

inventor 

Europe 

-6000 to -3500 

oats cultivation [-6000 to -3500] 

Plants {oats, cultivation} can be native to Europe. 

 

poppy cultivation 

inventor 

Europe 

-6000 to -3500 

poppy cultivation [-6000 to -3500] 

Plants {poppy, cultivation} can be native to Europe. 

 

celt 

inventor 

Greece 

-6000 to -3000 

Neolithic people used ground and polished stone tools, rather than chipped or flaked, such as ax heads {celt}. 



 

couvade 

inventor 

Greece 

-6000 to -3000 

Neolithic father went to bed at time of childbirth {couvade}. 

 

levirate 

inventor 

Greece 

-6000 to -3000 

Neolithic widows sometimes married brother of dead husband {levirate}. 

 

barley Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-5000 

barley cultivation [-5000] 

Barley came from Middle East. 

 

copper Sumer 

inventor 

Persia/Afghanistan/Sumer 

-5000 

copper annealing [-5000]; copper hammering [-5000]; copper smelting [-5000] 

Melting copper ore extracts copper, and melting and cooling copper strengthens it {copper, annealing}. 

 

guinea hen domestication 

inventor 

Sahel, Africa 

-5000 

guinea hen domestication [-5000] 

Bird domestication {guinea hen, domestication} began. 

 

jade trading 

inventor 

Yellow River, China/Siberia 

-5000 

jade trading [-5000] 

Yellow River settlements imported jade from Siberia {jade trading}. 

 

maize from teosinte 

inventor 

Mexico 

-5000 

maize [-5000: developed from teosinte] 

Corn {maize, corn} became more edible. 

 

rice Africa 

inventor 

Sahel, Africa 

-5000 

rice cultivation [-5000] 

As desert dried, Middle Niger floodplain became good for plants {rice, cultivation}. Jenne-jeno in Mali is there. 

 

rice China 



inventor 

Yangtze River, China 

-5000 

rice [-5000] 

Rice came from southeast Asia. 

 

sorghum cultivation 

inventor 

Sahel, Africa 

-5000 

sorghum cultivation [-5000] 

Grain domestication {sorghum, cultivation} began. 

 

town France 

inventor 

France 

-5000 

town [-5000] 

Farms began in south France. 

 

wheat Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-5000 

wheat development [-5000] 

Plants {wheat, development} developed from wheat precursors. 

 

copper Egypt 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-5000 to -4000 

copper chunks used [-5000 to -4000]; copper hammering [-4000] 

Metal workers hammered natural copper {copper, hammering}, with no ore smelting or metal melting. 

 

tumulus 

inventor 

Russia 

-5000 to -3000 

kurg or tumulus [-5000 to -3000] 

burial mounds {kurg} {tumulus}. 

 

megalith Goseck 

inventor 

Goseck, Germany 

-4900 

megalith [-4900] 

A 75-meter circle had circular mound, ditch, and two wooden fences. Fence gates pointed toward sunrise and sunset at 

winter solstice. It also had a north gate. 

 

copper smelting Vinca 

inventor 

Yugoslavia 

-4500 

copper smelting [-4500] 

Vinca culture was in Copper Age, which came from Middle East. 

 



pottery Nubia 

inventor 

Nubia 

-4500 

pottery [-4500] 

Pottery used river clay but no wheel. 

 

gold jewelry 

inventor 

Egypt 

-4300 

gold jewelry [-4300] 

Hammered gold can make jewelry {gold jewelry} or money. 

 

calendar Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-4241 

calendar [-4241] 

Egyptian solar calendar {calendar, Egypt} had 12 months of thirty days, with five extra days. 10-day periods had 

constellations {decan}. 12 decans were in the sky at Nile-River annual flooding, marking 12 hours {temporal hour}. 

 

barrow 

inventor 

Wiltshire, England 

-4000 

barrow graves [-4000]; West Kennet barrow [-4000: 100 meters long] 

Collective graves were long chambers covered with earth to form mounds {barrow}|. Round barrows were for chief, 

ancestor worship, magic, and offerings for afterlife. First English towns began. 

 

copper Thailand 

inventor 

Thailand 

-4000 

copper smelting [-4000] 

Smelting separated copper from ore. 

 

opium invented 

inventor 

Sumer 

-4000 

opium production [-4000] 

Poppies are native to Sumer {opium production}. 

 

passage grave France 

inventor 

Carnac, France 

-4000 

passage grave [-4000] 

Community burials were in northwest France. 

 

pottery Ghana 

inventor 

Ghana 

-4000 

pottery [-4000] 



Pottery used river clay but no wheel. 

 

sail 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-4000 

sail [-4000] 

Fixed cloths {sail} helped boats go up Nile River. 

 

silver hammering 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-4000 

silver hammering [-4000] 

natural silver {silver, hammering} with no smelting. 

 

town England 

inventor 

England 

-4000 

town [-4000] 

Farms {town} began in south England. 

 

water buffalo domesticat 

inventor 

Southeast Asia 

-4000 

water buffalo domestication [-4000] 

Buffalo {water buffalo, domestication} can be native to Southeast Asia. 

 

rope 

inventor 

Nile River, Egypt 

-4000 to -3500 

rope [-4000] 

Fibers can twist or braid {rope}. 

 

dolmen 

inventor 

Italy/Greece/Spain/Asia Minor 

-4000 to -3000 

dolmen [-4000 to -3000] 

Stone graves {dolmen}| for one or several persons were above ground, with no entrance. Stone chests were for small 

graves. 

 

cattle domestication 

inventor 

Sahara, Africa 

-4000 to -2000 

cattle domestication [-4000 to -2000] 

Sahara had wet climate with wide grasslands for cattle {cattle}. 

 

fig cultivation 

inventor 

Near East 

-3800 to -3400 



fig cultivation [-3800 to -3400] 

Plants {fig cultivation} can be native to Middle East. 

 

reflex bow 

inventor 

Near East 

-3800 to -3400 

reflex bow [-3800 to -3400] 

Curved bows {reflex bow} began. 

 

sundial invented 

inventor 

Near East 

-3800 to -3400 

sundial [-3800 to -3400] 

Pointer shadow shows time of day. 

 

walled town 

inventor 

Near East 

-3800 to -3400 

walled town [-3800 to -3400] 

Towns {walled town} became fortified with walls. 

 

wax seal 

inventor 

Near East 

-3800 to -3400 

wax seal [-3800 to -3400] 

People folded documents and sealed them with wax {wax seal}. 

 

howe 

inventor 

Europe/Near East 

-3800 to -1400 

howe [-3800 to -1400]; cairn [-3800 to -1400] 

Burials with barrow or cairn for one person or flat-topped mound {howe} for more than one person began, with coffins, 

cremation, and house of the dead. Ships associate with burial and dead. 

 

bean Mexico 

inventor 

Mexico City, Mexico 

-3500 

bean cultivation [-3500] 

Kidney or pinto beans {bean, cultivation} farmed. 

 

Botai culture 

inventor 

Kazakhstan 

-3500 

horse domestication [-3500] 

Botai domesticated and rode horses {horse domestication}. 

 

guinea pig domestication 

inventor 

Andes Mountains 



-3500 

guinea pig domestication [-3500] 

Rodents {guinea pig, domestication} can be native to South America. 

 

llama domestication 

inventor 

Andes Mountains 

-3500 

llama domestication [-3500] 

Goat-like animals {llama, domestication} can be native to Andes. 

 

manioc cultivation 

inventor 

Andes Mountains 

-3500 

manioc cultivation [-3500] 

Plants {manioc, cultivation} can be native to South America. 

 

nickel-iron 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3500 

nickel-iron [-3500: from meteorites] 

Meteorite smelting can make alloy {nickel-iron}. 

 

pumpkin cultivation 

inventor 

Mexico City, Mexico 

-3500 

pumpkin cultivation [-3500] 

Plants {pumpkin, cultivation} can be native to Mexico. 

 

squash Mexico 

inventor 

Mexico City, Mexico 

-3500 

squash cultivation [-3500] 

Plants {squash, cultivation} can be native to Mexico. 

 

turkey domestication 

inventor 

Mexico City, Mexico 

-3500 

turkey domestication [-3500] 

Birds {turkey, domestication} can be native to Americas. 

 

corn Mexico 

inventor 

Mexico City, Mexico 

-3500 to -3000 

corn cultivation [-3500] 

Native corn {corn, cultivation} grew in Valley of Tehuacán in south Puebla and north Oaxaca. 

 

cotton Peru 

inventor 

Peru 



-3500 to -2000 

cotton cultivation [-3500 to -2000] 

Plants {cotton, cultivation} can grow on coast. 

 

wheel 

inventor 

Turkey 

-3400 

wheel [-3400] 

Black-Sea area had potter's wheels {wheel}, solid three-plank wood wheels, and axles. 

 

passage grave Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

-3300 to -3000 

passage grave [-3300 to -3000] 

Community burial tombs {passage grave} used large stones: Newgrange in Ireland [-3200], Maes Howe in Orkney, 

Scotland [-3300 to -3000], Jordhoj in Denmark [-3350], Los Millares in Spain [-3300 to -3000], and Mane Karnaplaye 

in France [-3500 to -3300]. 

 

hieroglyphics invented 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3200 to -3100 

hieroglyphics [-3200 to -3100] 

Picture writing began. 

 

bronze Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3100 

bronze [-3100] 

Bronze has copper and tin. 

 

alcohol invented 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

alcohol [-3000] 

People can make drinks {alcohol, invented} from fermented barley. 

 

apple 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

apple cultivation [-3000] 

Plants {apple, cultivation} can be native to Sumer. 

 

arch invented 

inventor 

Near East 

-3000 

arch [-3000] 

Rounded parts {arch} can curve from column to keystone. 

 

ass domestication 



inventor 

Egypt 

-3000 

ass domestication [-3000] 

Animals {ass, domestication} can carry loads. 

 

barley Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

barley cultivation [-3000] 

Alcohol can come from fermented barley. 

 

candle invented 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3000 

candle [-3000] 

Reeds soaked in tallow {rushlight} can burn at tip. Later, Romans used wicks rolled in tallow and possibly beeswax 

{candle} [-3000]. 

 

date cultivation 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

date cultivation [-3000] 

Plants {date, cultivation} can be native to Sumer. 

 

flax Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

flax [-3000] 

Plants {flax, Sumer} can be native to Sumer. 

 

grape Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

grape cultivation [-3000] 

Plants {grape, cultivation} can be native to Sumer. 

 

millet Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

millet cultivation [-3000] 

Millet is native to Sumer. 

 

onager 

inventor 

Near East/Asia 

-3000 

onager domestication [-3000: wild ass used as draft animal] 

Asia had draft-animal domestication {onager}, but Americas had no such domestication. 

 



ox domestication 

inventor 

Near East/Asia 

-3000 

ox domestication [-3000: used as draft animal] 

Asia had draft-animal domestication {ox domestication}, but Americas had no such domestication. 

 

palm oil 

inventor 

Africa 

-3000 

palm oil extraction [-3000] 

People extracted oil {palm oil} from palm trees in central west Africa. 

 

papyrus 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3000 

papyrus [-3000] 

Paper {papyrus}| can use stripped and crossed reeds and have sheets pasted at edges to make scrolls. 

 

plow China 

inventor 

China 

-3000 

plow [-3000] 

Perhaps, plow came from India. 

 

plow Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-3000 

plow [-3000] 

Crook plow developed from hoe. Spade plow developed from digging stick. Men plowed, but women used hoe or 

digging stick. Early sub-Saharan Africa and New World had no plows. Plows improve soil fertility by bringing up 

buried nutrients, and they control weeds. People, oxen, horses, or cattle can pull plows. Animals produce manure to 

make ground more fertile. 

 

plow Mesopotamia 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-3000 

plow [-3000] 

Wooden plows, pulled through ground, broke soil surface, so seeds went underground. 

 

plum Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

plum cultivation [-3000] 

Plants {plum, cultivation} can be native to Sumer. 

 

sesame Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 



sesame cultivation [-3000] 

Sesame is native to Sumer. 

 

wheat Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-3000 

wheat cultivation [-3000] 

Wheat came from Egypt. 

 

glass invented 

inventor 

Sumer/Egypt 

-3000 to -2500 

glass [-3000 to -2500] 

People used natural glass pieces, with no sand melting. 

 

stone temple 

inventor 

Malta 

-3000 to -2500 

stone temple [-3000 to -2500] 

Groups built houses {stone temple} of worship to local gods. 

 

grave 

inventor 

Greece/Italy/Asia Minor/Egypt 

-3000 to -2000 

grave [-3000 to -2000] 

Stone graves {grave} with passageways, for up to 100 people, were above ground. After first burial was a second bone 

burial. Later tombs, for 20 to 60 people, were below ground. 

 

teff 

inventor 

Ethiopia 

-3000 to -800 

teff cultivation [-3000 to -800] 

Millet-like grain {teff} is native to Ethiopia and has small round gray grains. 

 

coffee bean 

inventor 

Ethiopia 

-3000 to 1400 

coffee bean use [-3000] 

Plants can have beans {coffee bean} and be native to Ethiopia. Trade began [1300 to 1400]. Yemen was major 

producer [1400 to 1600]. 

 

pig Indochina 

inventor 

Indochina 

-2900 

pig domesticated [-2900] 

Pig came from China. 

 

silk cloth 

inventor 



China 

-2540 

silk cloth [-2540] 

Silk threads became cloth {silk cloth}. 

 

barley Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

-2500 

barley cultivation [-2500] 

Plants {barley cultivation} came from Middle East. 

 

bronze Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-2500 

bronze [-2500] 

Bronze has copper and tin. 

 

camel Afghanistan 

inventor 

Afghanistan 

-2500 

camel domestication [-2500] 

Animals {camel, domestication} can be native to Afghanistan. 

 

corn Central America 

inventor 

Central America 

-2500 

corn cultivation [-2500] 

Corn cultivation came from Mexico. 

 

elephant Dravidian 

inventor 

Indus River 

-2500 

elephant domestication [-2500] 

Animals {elephant domestication} can be native to India. 

 

goosefoot 

inventor 

USA 

-2500 

goosefoot cultivation [-2500] 

Genus Chenopodium {goosefoot} has herbs like wild spinach. 

 

iron smelting Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-2500 

iron smelting [-2500] 

Iron smelting began. 

 

post-and-lintel 

inventor 



Egypt 

-2500 

post-and-lintel architecture [-2500] 

two vertical supports and horizontal beam {post-and-lintel}. 

 

square-rigged sail 

inventor 

Egypt 

-2500 

square-rigged sail [-2500] 

Square sails {square-rigged sail} turned on mast. 

 

sunflower cultivation 

inventor 

USA 

-2500 

sunflower cultivation [-2500] 

Plants {sunflower, cultivation} can be native to USA. 

 

wheat Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

-2500 

wheat cultivation [-2500] 

Plants {wheat cultivation} came from Middle East. 

 

potato Peru 

inventor 

Peru 

-2500 to -2000 

potato cultivation [-2500 to -2000] 

Plants {potato, cultivation} can be native to Peru. 

 

wine invented 

inventor 

Egypt 

-2350 

wine [-2350] 

Wine can come from fermented fruit. 

 

mummification 

inventor 

Egypt 

-2300 

mummification [-2300: embalming] 

Life after death needed a body, so embalming began {mummification}. 

 

corn South America 

inventor 

South America 

-2100 

corn cultivation [-2100] 

Corn grew in Andes. 

 

bean Peru 

inventor 



Peru 

-2000 

bean cultivation [-2000] 

Lima beans farmed. 

 

fired clay 

inventor 

Peru 

-2000 

fired clay [-2000] 

Towns, temples, and tombs used baked clay {fired clay} bricks. 

 

maize modern 

inventor 

Mexico 

-2000 

modern maize [-2000] 

Corn became easily edible. 

 

metal alloy 

inventor 

Near East 

-2000 

metal alloy [-2000] 

Bronze and brass {metal alloy} began. 

 

metal annealing 

inventor 

Near East 

-2000 

metal annealing [-2000] 

Metal heating and cooling {metal annealing} strengthens it. 

 

metal casting 

inventor 

Near East 

-2000 

metal casting [-2000] 

Melted iron hardened in sand molds {metal casting}. 

 

metal joining 

inventor 

Near East 

-2000 

metal joining [-2000] 

Melted metals can stick together {metal joining}. 

 

petroleum Mesopotamia 

inventor 

Mesopotamia 

-2000 

petroleum from rock asphalt [-2000] 

Heating surface asphalt can remove petroleum. 

 

pictogram invented 

inventor 



Sumer 

-2000 

pictogram [-2000] 

Pictograms pressed into clay with reed showed human processions, heroes fighting two beasts, and war. 

 

quinoa seeds 

inventor 

Peru 

-2000 

quinoa cultivation [-2000] 

Plants {quinoa} can be native to Peru and have edible seeds. 

 

silver money 

inventor 

Cappadocia 

-2000 

silver ingots for money [-2000] 

Precious metal was in coins {silver ingots for money}. 

 

smelting metal 

inventor 

Near East 

-2000 

smelting metal [-2000] 

Heating metal ore {smelting metal} can extract metal. 

 

squash Peru 

inventor 

Peru 

-2000 

squash cultivation [-2000] 

Squash came from Mexico. 

 

stone tool ground 

inventor 

Southeast Asia 

-2000 

stone tool with ground edge [-2000] 

Hard stones {stone tool with ground edge} like flint and chert can scratch softer stones. 

 

work hardening 

inventor 

Near East 

-2000 

work hardening [-2000] 

Pounding metal {work hardening} can make it stronger. 

 

bronze England 

inventor 

England 

-2000 to -500 

bronze [-2000 to -500] 

Bronze came from Middle East. 

 

chariot invented 

inventor 



Scythia 

-1800 

chariot [-1800] 

two wheels and horses pull it. 

 

iron Assyria 

inventor 

Assyria 

-1800 

iron from ore [-1800] 

Strong metal {iron from ore} came from Egypt. 

 

beer invented 

inventor 

Sumer 

-1750 

beer [-1750] 

Beer can come from fermented barley. 

 

Phaistos Disk 

inventor 

Crete 

-1700 

Phaistos Disk [-1700] 

Scribes pressed symbols into clay, on both sides, using 45 printing blocks, and then baked the clay. 

 

sutlee 

inventor 

Pakistan/India 

-1700 to -350 

Husband's funeral pyre also burned widow {sutlee}. 

 

Nebra disk 

inventor 

Nebra, Germany 

-1600 

Nebra disk [-1600: bronze astronomical instrument with gold leaf] 

Two opposing arcs depict sunrise and sunset positions from winter to summer solstice. It has crescent moon, full moon, 

and Pleiades. 

 

olive Crete 

inventor 

Crete 

-1600 

olive cultivation [-1600] 

Plants {olive, cultivation} can be native to Crete. 

 

brass invented 

inventor 

Near East 

-1500 

brass [-1500] 

Alloys {brass} can have copper and zinc. 

 

bronze China 

inventor 



China 

-1500 

bronze [-1500] 

Copper and tin smelting to make bronze began. 

 

coin Sumer 

inventor 

Sumer 

-1500 

coin [-1500] 

Metal coins had images. 

 

glass bowl 

inventor 

Sumer 

-1500 

glass bowl [-1500] 

Melted sand cooled to glass {glass bowl}. 

 

irrigation by water wheel 

inventor 

Sumer 

-1500 

irrigation using water wheels and pulleys [-1500] 

People and animals turned wheels to move water. 

 

merchant travel 

inventor 

Sumer 

-1500 

merchant travel [-1500] 

Traders went all over Middle East {merchant travel}. 

 

mercury 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1500 

mercury [-1500] 

Cinnabar can separate into mercury {mercury} and sulfur by heating. 

 

pewter invented 

inventor 

Near East 

-1500 

pewter [-1500] 

Pewter is tin with some lead. 

 

solder invented 

inventor 

Near East 

-1500 

solder [-1500] 

Tin and lead {solder} melts easily and can join metal pieces. 

 

spinning invented 

inventor 



Sumer 

-1500 

spinning [-1500] 

Twisted plant fibers {spinning} can make string. 

 

sulfur purified 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1500 

sulfur [-1500] 

Cinnabar can separate into mercury and sulfur by heating. 

 

aqueduct Egypt 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1500 to -1300 

aqueduct [-1500 to -1300] 

Aqueduct carried water to palace. 

 

shadoof 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1500 to -1300 

shadoof [-1500 to -1300: raises water to higher level] 

Aqueducts {shadoof} were for irrigation. 

 

tin smelting 

inventor 

Anatolia/Mesopotamia/Afghanistan 

-1500 to -1000 

tin smelting [-1500 to -1000] 

White tin and gray tin have low melting points {tin smelting}. 

 

iron plow share 

inventor 

India 

-1400 

iron plow share [-1400] 

Wooden plows {iron plow share} had an iron share and cutter. 

 

alphabet Phoenicia 

inventor 

Phoenicia 

-1400 to -1000 

alphabet [-1400 to -1000] 

Letters {alphabet, Phoenicia} can be sounds, with no pictures. 

 

canal 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1300 

canal [-1300] 

A waterway {canal} went from Nile River to Arabian Gulf. 

 

logogram invented 

inventor 



China 

-1300 

logogram writing [-1300] 

Pictorial writing began. 

 

ship 

inventor 

Egypt/Mediterranean Sea 

-1300 

ship [-1300: much larger than boats] 

Large boats {ship} began. 

 

camel Arabia 

inventor 

Arabia 

-1200 

camel domestication [-1200] 

Camel is native to Arabia. 

 

linear measurement 

inventor 

Assyria 

-1200 

measurement [-1200] 

Linear measurements {linear measurement} began. 

 

positional notation began 

inventor 

Assyria 

-1200 

mathematics [-1200] 

Assyria used base-60 number system and positional notation. Arithmetic included multiplication and division. 

Fractions and ratios included common denominator. They found squares, cubes, and square roots. 

 

steel Near East 

inventor 

Near East 

-1200 

steel [-1200: iron heated very hot with charcoal] 

Iron mixed with carbon at high heat can make steel. Steel is stronger and rusts less than iron. 

 

yam West Africa 

inventor 

West Africa 

-1200 

yam cultivation [-1200] 

Plants {yam, cultivation} can be native to, and first farmed, in central west Africa. 

 

amber 

inventor 

Baltic Sea 

-1000 

amber [-1000] 

fossil tree resin {amber, discovered}. 

 

dye 



inventor 

Egypt 

-1000 

dye from plant [-1000] 

Water or alcohol can extract plant pigments {dye from plant}. 

 

enamel 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1000 

enamel [-1000] 

Oil with pigment {enamel, oil} can bake on surfaces. 

 

fortified cities 

inventor 

Southeast Asia 

-1000 

fortified city [-1000] 

Cities {fortified city} had walls and towers. 

 

glass tinting 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1000 

glass tinting [-1000] 

Melted glass can have pigment {glass tinting}. 

 

gold fusion 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1000 

gold fusion [-1000] 

Gold can mix with other metals {gold fusion}. 

 

iron Greece 

inventor 

Greece/Italy 

-1000 

iron casting [-1000] 

Iron came from Middle East. 

 

oil extraction 

inventor 

Egypt 

-1000 

oil extraction from plant [-1000] 

Squeezing or heating plants can extract oil {oil extraction from plant}. 

 

Phoenicians 

inventor 

Lebanon/Cyprus/Yugoslavia 

-1000 

copper mining [-1000] 

Phoenicians built copper mines {copper mining}, with sixty-foot long shafts underground. 

 

ships sealed decks 



inventor 

Phoenicia 

-1000 

ships with sealed decks [-1000] 

Ships {ships with sealed decks} had wood planks with sealant. 

 

spice 

inventor 

India 

-1000 

spice [-1000] 

Spices {spice} are native to India. 

 

steel India 

inventor 

India 

-1000 

steel [-1000] 

Iron mixed with carbon at high heat can make steel. Steel is stronger and rusts less than iron. 

 

astronomy Babylonia 

inventor 

Babylonia 

-1000 to -700 

astronomy [-1000 to -700] 

They knew Sun, moon, and planet paths and predicted lunar eclipses. 

 

mathematics tables 

inventor 

Babylonia 

-1000 to -700 

mathematics tables [-1000 to -700] 

Babylonians calculated mathematics tables {mathematics tables} for arithmetic. 

 

sixty-minute hour 

inventor 

Babylonia 

-1000 to -700 

sixty-minute hour [-1000 to -700] 

Babylonia divided day into time units {sixty-minute hour}. 

 

triangle and circle 

inventor 

Babylonia 

-1000 to -700 

triangle and circle geometry [-1000 to -700]; geometry 

Babylonians studied triangle geometry and gave circle 360 degrees {triangle and circle geometry}. 

 

iron Austria 

inventor 

Hallstatt, Austria 

-900 

iron swords and harnesses [-900] 

Strong metal {iron} came from Middle East. 

 

salt mining 



inventor 

Hallstatt, Austria 

-900 

salt mining [-900] 

People used salt for curing and flavor {salt mining}. 

 

tecoatl 

inventor 

Puebla, Mexico 

-800 to 1500 

In south Mexico, Tehuacán Valley, 1200 kilometers of canals were dug that became coated with travertine from calcite-

soaked water and today look like stone snakes {tecoatl}. Small terraces layered sloped ground. It rains only six months 

and is dry six months. Purrón Dam was near Puebla [-750 to 1150]. 

 

Greek alphabet began 

inventor 

Greece 

-725 

Greek alphabet [-725] 

similar to Phoenician. 

 

azimuth invented 

inventor 

Assyria 

-700 

azimuth [-700] 

Assyrians used mathematical astronomy to measure azimuth. 

 

calendar Assyria 

inventor 

Assyria 

-700 

calendar [-700] 

Lunar calendar {calendar, Assyria} had 12 months. 

 

iron tools 

inventor 

Egypt 

-700 

iron tools and weapons 

Iron tools {iron tools} began. 

 

coin Phoenicia 

inventor 

Phoenicia 

-700 to -600 

coin [-700 to -600] 

Metal discs {coin} had images. 

 

cheese 

inventor 

Near East 

-600 

cheese [-600] 

Domesticated cows, sheep, and goats make milk that can ferment {cheese}. 

 



glyph writing Zapotec 

inventor 

Mexico 

-600 

glyph writing [-600] 

Zapotec culture was in south Mexico {glyph writing}. 

 

copper mining Katanga 

inventor 

Katanga/Mauritania/Senegal 

-600 to -500 

copper mining and smelting [-600 to -500] 

Countries still have great copper deposits {copper, mining and smelting}. 

 

iron China 

inventor 

China 

-500 

iron casting [-500]; iron forging [-500] 

Cast-iron sickles began {iron casting}. 

 

poultice invented 

inventor 

China 

-500 

poultice [-500] 

Mold from soybean curds covered boils. 

 

iron Nigeria 

inventor 

Nigeria 

-500 to -400 

iron [-500 to -400] 

Iron smelters {iron, smelting} were maguzawa or fire magicians. Iron was main factor in Dahomey, Benin, and Yoruba 

kingdoms, especially at Ife and Oyo. 

 

cotton India 

inventor 

India 

-450 

cotton cultivation [-450] 

Cotton is native to India. 

 

woodworking tool 

inventor 

Canada/Alaska 

-450 

woodworking tool [-450] 

Totem carving began {woodworking tool}. 

 

aqueduct Greece 

inventor 

Athens, Greece 

-400 

aqueduct [-400] 

Aqueduct carried water to Athens. 



 

copper Mauritania 

inventor 

Mauritania 

-400 

copper smelting [-400]; copper arrowheads [-400] 

Mauritania was in west Sahara {copper, smelting}. 

 

dam invented 

inventor 

Greece 

-400 

dam [-400] 

Earth, wood, or stone can block river. 

 

wine from grapes 

inventor 

Egypt 

-400 to -300 

grape wine [-400 to -300] 

Wine can come from fermented grapes. 

 

crop rotation Greece 

inventor 

Greece 

-250 

crop rotation [-250] 

Different plant types can grow successively. 

 

harbor 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-100 

harbor [-100] 

Concrete docks {harbor} began. 

 

Antikythera mechanism 

inventor 

Greece 

-87 

Antikythera mechanism [-87] 

A 19-year astronomical calendar has bronze gears and a differential turntable. 

 

aqueduct Rome 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

aqueduct [-31 to 476] 

Aqueduct carried water to Rome. 

 

bath 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

bath [-31 to 476] 

Public baths {bath} began. 



 

central heating 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

central heating [-31 to 476] 

Heating {central heating} used ducts. 

 

concrete invented 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

concrete [-31 to 476] 

Concrete is sand and pebbles in cement. 

 

crane lever invented 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

crane [-31 to 476] 

lever {crane, invented}. 

 

plumbing began 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

plumbing [-31 to 476] 

Pipes led to houses with water and from houses to sewer system {plumbing}. 

 

tackle 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

tackle [-31 to 476] 

Pulleys {tackle, construction} aided construction. 

 

water mill Rome 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

water mill [-31 to 476] 

Vertical wheels with slats can turn in rivers, and water-mill rotating force can grind grain or cut wood. 

 

windlass invented 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

-31 to 476 

windlass [-31 to 476] 

Crank can turn horizontal cylinder to wind cable or rope and lift something. 

 

glass window Rome 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

1 

glass window [1] 

Melted sand becomes transparent or translucent. 



 

road tunnel 

inventor 

Rome, Italy 

1 

road tunnel [1] 

Arches allowed tunnels {road tunnel}. 

 

breast harness 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

breast harness for horses for pulling loads [25 to 220] 

Leather apparatus {breast harness} was over horse head. 

 

caliper invented 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

decimal caliper [25 to 220] 

Hinged points can be for measuring. 

 

crossbow 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

crossbow with bronze lock [25 to 220] 

Horizontal bows {crossbow} can have locking mechanisms. 

 

glaze invented 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

colored glazes [25 to 220] 

Ceramics had baked glossy colors {glaze, ceramic}. 

 

magnetic compass China 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

magnetic compass for temple construction [25 to 220] 

A magnetized needle {magnetic compass} can balance on a point. 

 

map 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

map with grid [25 to 220] 

Maps {map with grid} showed longitude and latitude. 

 

rudder at stern 

inventor 

China 

25 to 220 

stern rudder for ships [25 to 220] 

Rear had hinged wood board {rudder, invented}. 



 

insecticide invented 

inventor 

China 

100 

insecticide [100: dried chrysanthemum powder] 

Chrysanthemums repel insects. 

 

Cai Lun or Ts'ai Lun 

inventor 

China 

105 

paper [105] 

He lived 50 to 121. 

 

Zhang Heng [Heng, Zhang] 

inventor 

China 

120 

seismograph [120] 

He lived 78 to 139. 

 

stirrup Huns 

inventor 

Mongolia/China 

220 

stirrup for horses [220] 

Footrests {stirrup} hang from saddle and can direct and speed horse. 

 

iron East Africa 

inventor 

East Africa 

400 

iron smelting [400] 

Iron smelting came from Congo. 

 

zero symbol 

inventor 

India 

500 

zero symbol [500] 

Decimal system added null digit symbol {zero symbol}. 

 

hogan 

inventor 

Southwest USA 

500 to 1600 

Navajo pueblos were round, dome-like wood frames {hogan}| covered by clay. 

 

kiva 

inventor 

Southwest USA 

500 to 1600 

kiva pueblo [500 to 1600] 

Hopi pueblo {kiva} built. 

 



metates 

inventor 

Southwest USA 

500 to 1600 

Pueblo culture ground corn on flat stones {metates}. 

 

parfleche 

inventor 

USA 

500 to 1600 

tanned leather pouch {parfleche}. 

 

pemmican invented 

inventor 

USA 

500 to 1600 

lard beaten with berries. 

 

tipi 

inventor 

USA 

500 to 1600 

Bison leather covered conical wood frames {teepee} {tipi}|. 

 

silk Byzantium 

smuggler 

Byzantium 

552 to 553 

silkworm smuggling [552 to 553] 

Monks smuggled silkworms to Constantinople from China {silkworm smuggling}. 

 

decimal system 

inventor 

India 

595 

decimal system [595] 

ten-digit positional notation {decimal system}. 

 

Grand Canal 

inventor 

China 

605 to 610 

Grand Canal [605 to 610: links Yangtze River with Chang'an River] 

Sui dynasty built it. 

 

paper money 

inventor 

China 

650 

paper money [650] 

China printed money {paper money}. 

 

Callinicus of Heliopolis or Kallinikos 

inventor/architect 

Syria/Constantinople, Byzantium 

673 



Greek fire [673] 

Byzantine army used flammable liquid {Greek fire}, first in battle of Cyzicus [673] during reign of Constantine 

Pogonatus [648 to 685]. 

 

porcelain 

inventor 

Kaingsi, China 

700 

porcelain [700] 

kaolin baked at high temperature {porcelain}. 

 

printing began 

inventor 

China 

700 

printing [700] 

Carved wood block had applied ink {printing}. 

 

gunpowder invented 

inventor 

China 

700 to 800 

gunpowder [700 to 800: sulfur, charcoal, and saltpeter or potassium nitrate] 

Guns used powder. 

 

pueblo 

inventor 

Canyon de Chelly, Arizona 

700 to 1100 

Dwellings {pueblo}| had interconnecting mud-brick rooms in layers. 

 

motte-and-bailey castle 

inventor 

Europe 

700 to 1600 

motte-and-bailey castle [700 to 1600] 

Timber castles {motte-and-bailey castle} had an earth mound with a wooden tower and walled enclosure. 

 

perfume 

inventor 

Baghdad, Iraq 

800 

perfume [800] 

Pressed roses form perfume {perfume}. 

 

soap Iraq 

inventor 

Baghdad, Iraq 

800 

soap [800] 

Soap is animal fat mixed with lye. 

 

sugar Iraq 

inventor 

Baghdad, Iraq 

900 



sugar refining [900] 

Processing plants can extract sugar with water {sugar refining}. 

 

crop rotation Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

900 to 1000 

crop rotation [900 to 1000] 

Rotating crops {crop rotation} allowed oxen to plough whole field, in northwest Europe. 

 

stirrups Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

900 to 1000 

stirrups [900 to 1000] 

Armored knights rode horses with saddles and foot holders {stirrups}. 

 

water mill Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

900 to 1000 

water mill [900 to 1000] 

Vertical wheels {water mill} with slats turn in rivers, and rotating force can grind grain or cut wood. 

 

wheeled plow 

inventor 

Europe 

900 to 1000 

wheeled plow [900 to 1000] 

Wheeled plows {wheeled plow}, pulled by oxen, dug in north-plains sticky and heavy soil. 

 

harness 

inventor 

Europe 

1000 

harness [1000] 

Horses replaced oxen, as harnesses {harness} improved. 

 

whipple-tree 

inventor 

Europe 

1000 

whipple-tree [1000] 

Horses replaced oxen because new devices {whipple-tree} harnessed horses. 

 

mechanical clock 

inventor 

Kaifeng, China 

1090 

mechanical clock driven by water [1090] 

Kaifeng was capital {mechanical clock}. 

 

card 

inventor 

China 

1120 



card with painting [1120] 

Court played card game. 

 

cotton paper 

inventor 

Europe 

1200 

cotton paper [1200] 

Cotton fibers can be cut, bleached, and pressed dry {cotton paper}. 

 

linen paper 

inventor 

Europe 

1200 

linen paper [1200] 

Flax fibers must be cut, bleached, and pressed dry {linen paper}. 

 

fulling 

inventor 

Europe 

1200 to 1300 

fulling [1200 to 1300] 

cleaning and thickening cloth {fulling}. 

 

water wheel 

inventor 

Europe 

1200 to 1300 

water wheel [1200 to 1300] 

Water mills {water wheel} ground corn, blew bellows for forges, cleaned and thickened cloth, moved hammers, and 

cut wood. 

 

windmill invented 

inventor 

Europe 

1200 to 1300 

windmill [1200 to 1300] 

Windmills ground corn. 

 

navigation chart 

inventor 

Europe 

1270 

navigation chart [1270] 

Explorers mapped coastlines {navigation chart}. 

 

verge and foliot 

inventor 

Bedfordshire, England 

1283 

mechanical clock with verge and foliot escapement [1283] 

First escapement {verge and foliot escapement} and mechanical clock began. 

 

spectacles 

inventor 

Italy 



1290 

spectacles [1290] 

Lens grinding {spectacles} began just before. 

 

astronomical clock 

inventor 

Strasbourg, France 

1352 to 1354 

astronomical clock [1352 to 1354] 

Clocks {astronomical clock} had ornamental figures. 

 

Yongle Dadian 

encyclopedia 

China 

1403 to 1409 

encyclopedia [1403 to 1409] 

Encyclopedia had 20,000 chapters. 

 

Johannes Gutenberg [Gutenberg, Johannes] 

inventor 

Germany 

1456 

movable type [1456] 

He lived 1398 to 1468 and printed Mazarin Bible or Gutenberg Bible [1456], using transferable letters {movable type} 

on printing presses. 

 

toothbrush 

inventor 

China 

1498 

toothbrush [1498] 

bristle brush {toothbrush}. 

 

Peter Henlein [Henlein, Peter] 

inventor 

Nuremberg, Germany 

1510 

spring-powered clock [1510] 

He lived 1480 to 1542 {spring-powered clock}. 

 

Jacob the Czech of Prague 

inventor 

Prague, Czech Republic 

1525 

fusee [1525] 

Conical devices {fusee} can keep constant tension in clock springs. 

 

Chrétien Herlin [Herlin, Chrétien]/Conrad Dasypodius [Dasypodius, Conrad] 

inventor 

Strasbourg, France 

1547 to 1574 

astronomical clock [1547 to 1574: clock with escapement and moving figures] 

Dasypodius lived 1532 to 1604. 

 

graphite 

inventor 



England 

1564 

graphite discovered [1564] 

Carbon particles {graphite} can be fine and smooth. 

 

pencil invented 

inventor 

England 

1564 

graphite pencil or black lead pencil [1564] 

Writing utensils {pencil, graphite} had graphite mixed with clay. 

 

Cornelius Corneliszoon [Corneliszoon, Cornelius] 

inventor 

Netherlands 

1580 to 1600 

sawmill [1580 to 1600]; pitman [1580 to 1600] 

He lived 1550 to 1600 and invented pitman to convert rotary motion into back-and-forth motion. 

 

William Lee [Lee, William] 

inventor 

England 

1589 

knitting machine [1589] 

He lived 1550 to 1610 {knitting machine}. 

 

Denis Papin [Papin, Denis] 

inventor 

London, England 

1680 to 1707 

steam pressure cooker [1680: with safety valve]; steam piston engine [1690]; New Method of Obtaining Very Great 

Moving Powers at Small Cost [1690]; New Art of Pumping Water by using Steam [1707] 

He lived 1647 to 1712 {steam pressure cooker}. 

 

Thomas Savery [Savery, Thomas] 

inventor 

England 

1698 

steam engine [1698] 

He lived 1650 to 1715. 

 

canal lock 

inventor 

Europe 

1700 

canal lock [1700] 

If two waterways are at different heights, enclosed structures {canal lock} can fill or empty, to transfer boats. 

 

ship design 

inventor 

Europe 

1700 

ship design [1700] 

Ships {ship design} became more seaworthy. 

 

Norfolk crop rotation 



inventor 

England 

1700 to 1800 

Norfolk crop rotation [1700 to 1800] 

Crop rotation {Norfolk crop rotation} can plant different foods on different fields each year, to preserve soil. 

 

Jethro Tull [Tull, Jethro] 

inventor 

England 

1701 

horse-drawn hoe with seed drill [1701] 

He lived 1674 to 1741 {hoe with seed drill}. 

 

Abraham Darby [Darby, Abraham] 

inventor 

England 

1708 to 1709 

iron smelting with coke [1708 to 1709] 

He lived 1677 to 1717 {iron smelting with coke}. Previously, smelting used charcoal. 

 

Thomas Newcomen [Newcomen, Thomas] 

inventor 

England 

1712 

steam engine [1712] 

He lived 1663 to 1729. 

 

George Graham [Graham, George] 

inventor 

England 

1715 

deadbeat escapement for clocks [1715] 

He lived 1674 to 1751 {deadbeat escapement}. 

 

Charles Townshend, 2nd Viscount [Townshend, 2nd Viscount, Charles] 

inventor 

England 

1730 to 1738 

crop rotation [1730 to 1738] 

He lived 1674 to 1738. Crop rotation rotated clover, wheat, turnips, and barley. 

 

Benjamin Franklin [Franklin, Benjamin] 

inventor/statesman 

USA 

1732 to 1790 

Poor Richard's Almanac [1732 to 1757: maxims and practical advice]; lightning rod [1752]; Franklin stove [1757]; 

bifocals [1760]; Autobiography [1790] 

He lived 1706 to 1790 and helped found University of Pennsylvania [1751]. He found that lightning is electric, using 

kite and key [1752]. 

 

John Kay [Kay, John] 

inventor 

England 

1733 

flying shuttle [1733: for looms] 

He lived 1704 to 1780 {flying shuttle}. 



 

John Harrison [Harrison, John] 

inventor 

England 

1737 to 1761 

marine chronometer to determine longitude at sea [1737 to 1761] 

He lived 1693 to 1776 {marine chronometer}. 

 

Kentucky rifle 

inventor 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania 

1740 to 1750 

Kentucky rifle or long rifle [1740 to 1750] 

German gunsmiths invented it. Rifles {Kentucky rifle} can have barrels longer than one meter. 

 

sugar beet sugar 

inventor 

Prussia 

1747 

sugar beet sugar [1747] 

Sugar beets {sugar beet, sugar} were cheaper and replaced honey for sweetening. 

 

James Brindley [Brindley, James] 

inventor 

England 

1752 to 1758 

water wheel [1752]; flint mill [1756]; steam-engine boiler [1758] 

He lived 1716 to 1772. 

 

Jedediah Strutt [Strutt, Jedediah] 

inventor 

England 

1758 

rib knit knitting machine [1758] 

He lived 1726 to 1797 {rib knit knitting machine}. 

 

Robert Bakewell [Bakewell, Robert] 

inventor 

England 

1760 to 1790 

selective animal breeding [1760 to 1790] 

He lived 1725 to 1795. 

 

veterinary 

school 

Lyon, France 

1762 

veterinary school [1762] 

First animal-care school {veterinary school} began. 

 

James Hargreaves [Hargreaves, James] 

inventor 

England 

1764 

spinning jenny [1764] 

He lived 1720 to 1778. Spinning jenny spun four threads simultaneously, and spun 120 threads soon after. 



 

James Watt [Watt, James] 

inventor 

Scotland 

1765 

governor [1765] 

He lived 1736 to 1819. Devices {governor, engine} can regulate steam-engine rotation velocity [1765]. Steam engines 

pumped water out of mines and increased coal production greatly. 

 

Richard Arkwright [Arkwright, Richard] 

inventor 

England 

1769 

water frame [1769] 

He lived 1732 to 1792 and owned large cotton mills with spinning and weaving machines. Machines {water frame} 

spun pure cotton, with no added flax. 

 

Samuel Crompton [Crompton, Samuel] 

inventor 

England 

1775 

spinning mule [1775] 

He lived 1753 to 1827. Machines {spinning mule} had a spinning-jenny moving carriage and water-frame rollers, to 

spin fine threads. 

 

blast furnace 

inventor 

Birmingham, England 

1776 

blast furnace using steam power [1776] 

Furnaces {blast furnace} can smelt iron and make steel. 

 

Abraham Darby III [Darby III, Abraham] 

inventor 

England 

1779 

Iron Bridge Coalbrookdale [1779: cast iron bridge] 

He lived 1750 to 1791 {iron bridge}. 

 

Edmund Cartwright [Cartwright, Edmund] 

inventor 

England 

1779 to 1785 

yeast treatment for putrid fever [1779]; power loom for weaving [1785] 

He lived 1743 to 1823 {power loom}. 

 

Marquis Claude de Jouffroy d'Abbans [d'Abbans, Marquis Claude de Jouffroy] 

inventor 

France 

1783 

steamboat [1783] 

He lived 1751 to 1832. 

 

Henry Cort [Cort, Henry] or Great Finer 

inventor 

England 



1783 

puddling [1783]; rolling [1783] 

He lived 1740 to 1800. Processes {puddling} can convert brittle pig iron to wrought iron, which is more malleable for 

shaping {rolling}. 

 

Joseph Michel Montgolfier [Montgolfier, Joseph Michel]/Jacques Étienne Montgolfier [Montgolfier, Jacques 

Étienne] 

inventor 

Paris, France 

1783 

hot air balloon [1783] 

Joseph lived 1740 to 1810 {hot air balloon}. Jacques lived 1745 to 1799. 

 

plowshare invented 

inventor 

England 

1785 

plowshare of cast iron [1785] 

Share and cutter were cast iron {plowshare, cast iron}. 

 

John Wilkinson [Wilkinson, John] 

inventor 

England 

1787 

iron boat [1787] 

He lived 1728 to 1808 {iron boat}. 

 

Eli Whitney [Whitney, Eli] 

inventor 

Europe/USA 

1794 to 1798 

cotton gin [1794]; interchangeable parts [1798: for muskets] 

He lived 1765 to 1825 {cotton gin}. Honoré Blanc used interchangeable parts for muskets in France [1785]. 

 

Henry Maudslay [Maudslay, Henry] 

inventor 

England 

1797 

lathe for metal [1797] 

He lived 1771 to 1831 {lathe for metal}. 

 

Charles Newbold [Newbold, Charles] 

inventor 

USA 

1797 

iron plow [1797] 

He lived 1764 to 1835 {iron plow}. 

 

Decroix 

inventor 

France 

1798 

circular loom [1798] 

Looms {circular loom} can weave socks and shirts with no seams. 

 

Richard Trevithick [Trevithick, Richard] 



inventor 

England 

1802 to 1812 

high-pressure steam engine carriage [1802]; locomotive [1804]; steam threshing machine [1812] 

He lived 1771 to 1833 {high-pressure steam engine}. 

 

Joseph Marie Jacquard [Jacquard, Joseph Marie] 

inventor 

France 

1804 

Jacquard loom [1804] 

He lived 1752 to 1834. Power looms {Jacquard loom} had punched cards to make cloth designs. 

 

Matthew Murray [Murray, Matthew] 

inventor 

Leeds, England 

1804 

steam locomotive on timber rails [1804] 

He lived 1765 to 1826 {steam locomotive}. 

 

Alexander Forsyth [Forsyth, Alexander] 

inventor 

Scotland 

1805 

percussion lock [1805: shooter poured potassium chlorate in bottle into flash pan] 

He lived 1768 to 1843 {percussion lock}. 

 

Robert Fulton [Fulton, Robert] 

inventor 

USA 

1807 

steamboat [1807] 

He lived 1765 to 1815 {steamboat}. 

 

tin can 

inventor 

France 

1810 

tin can [1810] 

Sealed metal can store food. 

 

Johannes Samuel Pauly [Pauly, Johannes Samuel] 

inventor 

Switzerland 

1810 to 1820 

bullet [1810 to 1820: cartridge has brass head with explosive primer] 

He lived 1766 to 1820 {bullet}. Pin-fire cartridges, with pins, began in France [1830 to 1840]. Center-fire cartridges 

[1860 to 1870] had pin in gun. 

 

Joshua Shaw [Shaw, Joshua] 

inventor/painter 

England/USA 

1816 

percussion cap [1816: steel nipple replaced flash pan and held copper caps] 

He lived 1776 to 1860 {percussion cap}. 

 



Charles Babbage [Babbage, Charles] 

mathematician/inventor 

London, England 

1816 to 1833 

difference engine designed to compute tables [1816]; Analytical Engine Drawings [1833]; ophthalmoscope; railway 

cowcatcher 

He lived 1792 to 1871 {analytical engine}. 

 

fertilizer 

inventor 

South America 

1820 to 1830 

fertilizer [1820 to 1830] 

South America shipped nitrate fertilizer {fertilizer} to Europe. 

 

Abbot, Downing Company 

inventor 

Concord, New Hampshire 

1827 

Concord coach [1827] 

Overland Stage Company used western version [1862] {Concord coach}. 

 

George Stephenson [Stephenson, George] 

inventor 

England 

1829 

miner's safety lamp [1815]; steam locomotive [1829] 

He lived 1781 to 1848. 

 

bedstead 

inventor 

England 

1830 

bedstead [1830] 

bed frame {bedstead}. 

 

glass window Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

1830 

glass window [1830] 

Melted sand becomes transparent or translucent {glass window}. 

 

soap Europe 

inventor 

Europe 

1830 

soap [1830] 

Animal or vegetable fat mixes with lye. 

 

underwear 

inventor 

England 

1830 

underwear [1830] 

Underclothes {underwear} can be less bulky than clothes layers. 



 

American ax 

inventor 

USA 

1830 to 1850 

American ax [1830 to 1850] 

single-bit felling ax {American ax}. 

 

gutta-percha 

inventor 

USA 

1830 to 1850 

gutta-percha used [1830 to 1850] 

Latex {gutta-percha} can be polyterpene or isoprene polymer. Caoutchouc is elastic, and gutta-percha is not elastic. 

 

trotting wagon 

inventor 

USA 

1830 to 1850 

trotting wagon [1830 to 1850] 

Wagons {trotting wagon} can be two-wheeled bench seats, for pleasure driving. 

 

Cyrus McCormick [McCormick, Cyrus] 

inventor 

USA 

1831 to 1938 

reaper for wheat harvesting [1831]; combine for grain harvesting [1838] 

He lived 1809 to 1884. 

 

Jordan Mott [Mott, Jordan] 

inventor 

England 

1833 

coal stove [1833] 

He lived 1768 to 1840 {coal stove}. 

 

William Augustus Taylor [Taylor, William Augustus] 

inventor 

England 

1833 

balloon frame for house using 2x4 boards and nails [1833] 

He lived 1818 to 1886 {balloon frame for house}. 

 

Samuel Morse [Morse, Samuel] 

inventor 

USA 

1835 to 1840 

telegraph [1835 to 1837]; Morse code [1840] 

He lived 1791 to 1919. 

 

John Deere [Deere, John] 

inventor 

USA 

1837 

steel plow [1837] 

He lived 1804 to 1886 {steel plow}. 



 

Isaac Pitman [Pitman, Isaac] 

inventor 

England 

1837 

phonographic shorthand [1837] 

He lived 1813 to 1897 {phonographic shorthand}. 

 

Charles Goodyear [Goodyear, Charles] 

inventor 

USA 

1844 

rubber vulcanization [1844] 

He lived 1800 to 1860 {rubber vulcanization}. He did not found or run Goodyear Rubber Company. Mesoamericans 

vulcanized rubber [-1600]. 

 

Elias Howe [Howe, Elias] 

inventor 

USA 

1846 

lock stitch sewing machine [1846] 

He lived 1819 to 1867 {lock stitch sewing machine}. 

 

Elisha Graves Otis [Otis, Elisha Graves] 

inventor 

USA 

1846 to 1852 

railway safety brake [1846 to 1852]; elevator brake [1852] 

He lived 1811 to 1861 {railway safety brake}. 

 

Matthew Townsend [Townsend, Matthew] 

inventor 

England 

1847 to 1856 

latch needle for knitting [1847 to 1856] 

He lived 1817 to ?. Knitting needles {latch needle} can open and close. 

 

George Henry Corliss [Corliss, George Henry] 

inventor 

USA 

1848 

steam valve gear [1848] 

He lived 1817 to 1888 {steam valve gear}. 

 

Donald McKay [McKay, Donald] 

inventor 

Canada/USA 

1855 

clipper ship [1855] 

He lived 1810 to 1880 {clipper ship}. 

 

Henry Bessemer [Bessemer, Henry] 

inventor 

England 

1856 

open-hearth process [1856] 



He lived 1813 to 1898 and invented cheaper steel manufacturing process {open-hearth process}. 

 

Joseph Fawkes [Fawkes, Joseph] 

inventor 

USA 

1858 

steam plow [1858] 

He lived 1804 to 1886 {steam plow}. 

 

petroleum USA 

inventor 

Pennsylvania 

1859 

petroleum [1859] 

Oil {petroleum} was near surface in Pennsylvania. 

 

Werner Siemens [Siemens, Werner] 

inventor 

Germany 

1860 to 1870 

electric dynamo [1860 to 1870] 

He lived 1816 to 1892. 

 

Alexander Parkes [Parkes, Alexander] 

inventor 

England 

1861 

nitrocellulose plastic [1861] 

He lived 1813 to 1890 {nitrocellulose plastic}. 

 

Alfred Nobel [Nobel, Alfred] 

inventor 

Sweden 

1866 

dynamite [1866] 

He lived 1801 to 1872. His trust provided for Nobel Prizes [1901]. 

 

Nikolaus Otto [Otto, Nikolaus] or Nicholas Otto [Otto, Nicholas] 

inventor 

Germany 

1866 to 1867 

internal combustion engine using Otto cycle [1866 to 1867] 

He lived 1832 to 1891. 

 

Christopher Sholes [Sholes, Christopher]/S. W. Soule [Soule, S. W.]/G. Glidden [Glidden, G.] 

inventor 

USA 

1868 

typewriter [1868] 

He lived 1819 to 1890. 

 

Thomas Alva Edison [Edison, Thomas Alva] 

inventor 

USA 

1869 to 1910 



stock ticker tape [1869]; automatic telegraph [1872]; phonograph [1877]; carbon button microphone [1878]; 

incandescent light bulb [1879]; electric dynamo [1879]; electrical distribution system [1880]; experimental electric 

railroad [1880]; Edison effect [1883]; silent movies [1893]; projector [1896]; storage battery [1900 to 1910] 

He lived 1847 to 1931, found Edison effect [1883], and invented light bulb {light bulb}, movies, phonograph, and 

electric generator {electric dynamo}. He projected kinetoscopes onto screens and showed vaudeville acts [1896]. 

 

John Wesley Hyatt [Hyatt, John Wesley] 

inventor 

USA 

1872 

celluloid plastic [1872] 

He lived 1837 to 1920 {celluloid plastic}. 

 

Alexander Graham Bell [Bell, Alexander Graham] 

inventor 

USA 

1876 to 1901 

telephone [1876]; audiometer [1879]; photophone [1880]; metal locator [1881]; wax cylinders for recording [1886]; 

tetrahedral kite [1901] 

He lived 1847 to 1922. 

 

refrigerated ship 

inventor 

Australia/United Kingdom 

1882 

refrigerated ship for food transport [1882] 

Refrigeration began just before {refrigerated ship}. 

 

time zone 

inventor 

USA 

1883 to 1884 

time zone [1883 to 1884] 

Time zones {time zone} became international [1884]. 

 

Gottfried Daimler [Daimler, Gottfried] 

inventor 

Germany 

1885 

motorcycle [1885] 

He lived 1834 to 1900 {motorcycle}. 

 

Karl Friedrich Benz [Benz, Karl Friedrich] 

inventor 

Germany 

1885 to 1896 

automobile [1885 to 1896] 

He lived 1844 to 1929. 

 

William Stanley, Jr. [Stanley, Jr., William] 

inventor 

USA 

1886 

transformer [1886] 

He lived 1858 to 1916. 

 



Nicola Tesla [Tesla, Nicola] 

inventor 

Italy 

1887 

magnetic coil [1887]; rotating magnetic field [1887] 

He lived 1856 to 1943 {magnetic coil}. 

 

Charles Proteus Steinmetz [Steinmetz, Charles Proteus] 

inventor 

USA 

1891 

alternating current [1891]; Law of Hysteresis or Steinmetz's Law [1891] 

He lived 1865 to 1923. 

 

Rudolf Diesel [Diesel, Rudolf] 

inventor 

Germany 

1892 

diesel engine [1892] 

He lived 1858 to 1913. 

 

welding invented 

inventor 

USA 

1893 

welding [1900] 

Thermite welding {welding, thermite} uses acetylene. Oxyfuel welding began at same time. 

 

Frederick Winslow Taylor [Taylor, Frederick Winslow] 

engineer/inventor 

USA 

1899 

Taylor-White process [1899: heat-treated steel tools, with Maunsel White] 

He lived 1856 to 1915 {Taylor-White process}. 

 

Nobel Prize 

prize 

Norway/Sweden 

1901 to 2003 

Alfred Nobel financed scientific prizes for living people. 

 

Wilbur Wright [Wright, Wilbur]/Orville Wright [Wright, Orville] 

inventor 

Kitty Hawk, North Carolina 

1903 

controlled powered airplane flight [1903] 

Wilbur lived 1867 to 1912 {controlled powered airplane flight}. Orville lived 1871 to 1948. 

 

Henry Ford [Ford, Henry] 

inventor 

USA 

1906 to 1913 

assembly line [1906 to 1913]; standardized parts [1913]; mass production [1913] 

He lived 1863 to 1947, built automobiles, opposed unions, and started Ford Foundation. 

 

Elmer Ambrose Sperry [Sperry, Elmer Ambrose] 



inventor 

USA 

1908 

gyroscopic compass [1908] 

He lived 1860 to 1930 and invented gyroscopic compass. 

 

tractor 

inventor 

USA 

1910 

tractor with engine [1910] 

Farm vehicles {tractor} developed from automobiles. 

 

sewage treatment 

inventor 

Manchester, England 

1914 

sewage treatment with bacteria [1914] 

Treating sewage {sewage treatment} began. 

 

Robert H. Goddard [Goddard, Robert H.] 

inventor 

USA 

1926 

liquid fuel rocket [1926] 

He lived 1882 to 1945 {liquid fuel rocket}. 

 

John Baird [Baird, John] 

inventor 

Scotland 

1926 to 1932 

mechanical television [1926]; mechanical color television [1932] 

He lived 1888 to 1946. 

 

Warren Marrison [Marrison, Warren] 

inventor 

Canada/USA 

1927 

quartz clock [1927] 

He lived 1896 to 1980. 

 

John von Neumann [Neumann, John von] 

inventor 

Hungary/USA 

1932 to 1946 

EDVAC electronic digital computer design [1946] 

He lived 1903 to 1957. He showed that entanglement and non-locality do not send information faster than light speed 

[1932]. 

 

Howard Aiken [Aiken, Howard] 

inventor 

USA 

1944 

Mark I digital computer [1944] 

He lived 1900 to 1973. 

 



John V. Atanasoff [Atanasoff, John V.]/John Mauchly [Mauchly, John]/J. Presper Eckert [Eckert, J. Presper] 

inventor 

USA 

1944 

ENIAC digital computer [1944] 

Atanasoff lived 1904 to 1995. Mauchly lived 1907 to 1980. Eckert lived 1919 to 1995. 

 

V-2 

rocket 

England/Belgium 

1944 

Rocket bombed London and Antwerp from Germany. 

 

Harold Lyons [Lyons, Harold] 

inventor 

USA 

1948 

atomic clock [1948] 

He lived 1913 to ?. 

 

An Wang [Wang, An] 

inventor 

USA 

1948 

magnetic core memory [1948] 

He lived 1920 to 1990. Jay Forrester also developed magnetic core memory [1951]. 

 

J. Presper Eckert [Eckert, J. Presper]/John Mauchly [Mauchly, John] 

inventor 

USA 

1951 

UNIVAC magnetic tape computer [1951] 

Eckert lived 1919 to 1995 {magnetic tape computer}. Mauchly lived 1907 to 1980. 

 

John Bardeen [Bardeen, John]/Walter Brattain [Brattain, Walter]/William Shockley [Shockley, William] 

inventor 

USA 

1955 

transistor [1955] 

Bardeen lived 1908 to 1991. Brattain lived 1902 to 1987. Shockley lived 1910 to 1989. 

 

Edsger W. Dijkstra [Dijkstra, Edsger W.] 

inventor 

USA 

1955 to 1965 

multiprocessing and multiprogramming computer [1955 to 1961]; structured programming [1965]; top-down design 

[1965] 

He lived 1930 to 2002. 

 

Jean Hoerni [Hoerni, Jean] 

inventor 

USA 

1957 

semiconductor planar technology [1957] 

He lived 1924 to ? and used masking {photomask} to add and etch layers for silicon wafers {planar technology}. 

 



satellite Sputnik I 

inventor 

Russia 

1957 

Sputnik I satellite [1957] 

Satellite orbited Earth and then burned up. Sputnik means traveler. 

 

Explorer satellite 

inventor 

USA 

1958 

Explorer satellite [1958] 

Satellite detected Van Allen radiation belts. 

 

spacecraft Sputnik II 

inventor 

Russia 

1958 

Sputnik II spacecraft [1958: carried dog and did not return to Earth] 

Craft {spacecraft} orbited Earth. 

 

Jack Kilby [Kilby, Jack]/Robert Noyce [Noyce, Robert] 

inventor 

USA 

1958 to 1959 

integrated circuit [1958 to 1959] 

Kilby lived 1923 to 2005. Noyce lived 1927 to 1990. 

 

Moon landing 

rocket 

Russia 

1959 

Moon landing [1959] 

Luna 2 crashlanded on Moon {Moon landing}. 

 

Moon orbit 

rocket 

Russia 

1959 

Moon orbit [1959] 

Luna 3 recorded Moon far side {Moon orbit}. 

 

transistor for computer 

inventor 

USA 

1959 

transistor in computer [1959] 

Transistors {transistor, computer} replaced vacuum tubes. 

 

Vanguard I 

satellite 

USA 

1959 

Satellite had solar cells. 

 

Telstar 



communications satellite 

USA 

1962 

Satellites {communications satellite} can allow picture transmission around world. 

 

Donald Davies [Davies, Donald]/Paul Baran [Baran, Paul]/Leonard Kleinrock [Kleinrock, Leonard] 

inventor 

England/USA 

1964 to 1967 

packet switching [1964 to 1967] 

Davies lived 1924 to 2000. 

 

Edward Feigenbaum [Feigenbaum, Edward]/Robert K. Lindsay [Lindsay, Robert K.] 

inventor 

Stanford, California 

1965 

DENDRAL expert system [1965: for molecules] 

Feigenbaum lived 1936 to ?. 

 

Michael Flynn [Flynn, Michael] 

inventor 

USA 

1966 

parallel processing [1966] 

Algorithm instruction and data-input stream can be simultaneous. SISD is Single Instruction stream, Single Data 

stream. SIMD is Single Instruction, Multiple Data. MIMD is Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data. SPMD is Single 

Program, Multiple Data. 

 

IBM Corporation 

inventor 

USA 

1967 

computer data communications system or Binary Synchronous Communication [1967] 

input and output devices {computer data communications system}. 

 

E. F. Codd [Codd, E. F.] or Ted Codd [Codd, Ted] 

inventor 

USA 

1970 

relational database [1970] 

He lived 1923 to 2003. 

 

very large-scale integrated circuit 

inventor 

USA 

1972 

very large-scale integrated circuit or VLSI [1972] 

transistors on boards {very large-scale integrated circuit} (VLSI). 

 

space shuttle 

inventor 

USA 

1977 

space shuttle [1977: reusable] 

Spacecraft {space shuttle} can fly to orbit and return, with three people. 

 



Marvin H. Caruthers [Caruthers, Marvin H.] 

inventor 

USA 

1986 

solid phase phosphoramidite chemistry [1986] 

He invented method to synthesize DNA {solid phase phosphoramidite chemistry}, using DNA on polystyrene beads 

exposed to acid. Overlapping matching-end oligos can allow longer sequences. Process can make oligos up to 100 

bases. 

 

Tim Berners-Lee [Berners-Lee, Tim] 

inventor 

Switzerland 

1989 to 1990 

World Wide Web [1989]; Hypertext Markup Language or HTML [1990] 

He lived 1955 to ?. 

 


